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Welcome to the December Line Box. This year we are going with a theme, Trains and
Hoses .
So grab yourself an eggnog, settle in by the tree and enjoy stories about fires, apparatus
and trains. Our feature story is the tragic Summer Street Bridge trolley car accident in
1914, we follow that up with a report on the December 28, 1966 B&M Budd Liner crash
in Everett. We have another great Christmas story by an anonymous member. A story of
the Pennsylvania Railroads Foamite Cars used during World War 11. And enjoy this
overstuffed issue of the Line Box!
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Dartmouth Street Trench Rescue

At 1259 Fire Alarm toned out Engine 3, Ladder 17 and Car 4 (District Chief 4), this was
followed by multiple tones for a full Tech Rescue response to respond to a trench
collapse with workers trapped. The crews turned out quickly and with sirens screaming
were headed for the still on Dartmouth Street and were on scene in less than 2 minutes.
It was Friday October 21st, 2016 and with this incident the Boston Fire Department faced
one of its most unusual rescues in its history, unfortunately there would not be a
successful outcome and the incident quickly turned into a recovery operation.
A construction company working at 10 Dartmouth Street near the intersection of Tremont
Street in the South End section of the City were working to connect a new house water
service to the main. The crew had been working at the location all week.
The Back Bay and South End sections of the City are built on filled land. This was fill
work started in the late 1700’s and continued through the early 1800’s to reclaim land
from the Charles River.
Crews had just started back to work after lunch. Five construction workers were starting
work again in the trench when just about 1255 hours a large water main burst trapping
them. Three workers were able to escape, but two remained trapped and succumbed to
drowning.
As companies started to arrive they found Dartmouth Street already flooded and water
still rushing up from the trench. Crews ran for the trench in an effort to reach the trapped
workers. Tech Rescue crews grabbed what they needed and ran to the trench. Division
1 radioed Fire Alarm to have the Water Department respond immediately. Nothing could
be done until the mains were shut down. Emergency crews and supervisors from Boston
Water and Sewer were quickly on scene and began shutting down water mains in the
area. This took time and all on scene quickly realized that this was now a recovery
operation.
After speaking with BW&S bosses, it was decided to use vacuum trucks to drain the
water. This apparatus arrived and started to drain down the trench. Ladder 17 placed
ground ladders on either side of the trench. Rescue 1 crew readied and placed an
aluminum trench box in the hole to prevent further collapse. Members of the Collapse
Rescue Team entered the trench and started the grim work to remove the two workers.
It was a long task as they had to remove the debris by hand from the trench.
It would be three hours after the still alarm that the first victim was removed. It would be
nearly 1900 hours when the second victim was removed. The Companies cleared to
quarters at 2054. As the investigation on the how’s and why’s began, two families began
mourning the death of their loved ones.
Response information courtesy of member Joseph Hourihan
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In this poignant photo by Boston Herald Photographer Mark Garfinkel. Shows a workman who helped
rescue 3 workers but still knew several were trapped. In the background, members of first due Engine 3 and
Ladder 17 along with BPD attempt find the victims.

Crews removing soil by hand as Trench Box lowered into place.
Photo by Mark Garfinkel Boston Herald

These three special units were dispatched as part of the Technical Rescue response.
Three below photos all by member Michael Boynton

H-2 Special Unit 2014 Ford F-550 4x4/KME. Special Unit equipped at a lighting unit with a
55 gallon foam tank and rescue air bags.

H-8 Tactical Support Unit 2 2004 Ford F-550 4x4. Bought in 2004 for the Boston Democratic Convention.

W-25 Rehab Unit. 2009 Chevy C5500.SJC Industries Rehab unit. Donated to the BFD by the
Leary Firefighters Foundation.

Summer Street Transit Tragedy, November 7, 1916
There are many kinds of Buffs in the world. There are Fire Buffs and Train Buffs, even
Bridge Buffs. If you're a Bridge Buff Chicago is a great place. New York City, great
bridge town. Boston has its bridges too. Fort Point Channel is a great place to bridge
buff.
Created by the gradual filling of the South Boston Flats, Boston Proper and the South
Cove area, Fort Point Channel was once a very busy place. Barge and schooner traffic
went all the way down to today's Southhampton St. and Massachusetts Ave. area. There
were lumber and coal yards all along the lower end of the channel. My father told me
that as a boy he remembered seeing barges of medical waste being loaded along
Albany St. by the B.C.H. for removal to sea or Spectacle Island for disposal. The upper
end of the channel saw barges, schooners and freighters serving freight sheds of the
New York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad, the wool, cotton and leather warehouses of
the Boston Wharf Co. and the NECCO factory between Northern Avenue, Congress
Street and Summer Street. Beyond these businesses were the American Sugar Refinery
and the manufacturing complex of the Gillette Safety Razor Company.

To interface the street and marine traffic, drawbridges were a necessity. Within easy
walking distance are three classic examples of the drawbridge. On Northern Ave. a
swing bridge carried the traffic of trucks and the rail cars of the Union Terminal Railroad,
"The Railroad that Came Out at Night" between the B&M yards at North Station and the
Fan, Merchants & Miners, Commonwealth and Fish Piers on the edge of today’s Seaport
District. Close by the swing bridge, the firehouse of B.F.D. Fireboat, Engine Co. 44, the
M.V. Angus McDonald, stood as sentinel to protect the channel from ravages of the fire
devil. At Congress St. a Bascule type bridge crossed the sluggish tidal shifting water
from Downtown to the massive New York, New Haven & Hartford Rail Yards. Summer
St. which sliced from City Point to Downtown, bridged the New Haven Yards with a
viaduct, but when it came to the channel the most unusual of the three bridges carried
the traffic. At Summer St. a unique sliding drawbridge spanned the stream. This bridge
was at the center of the greatest tragedy to visit the City of Boston until the Cocoanut
Grove Nightclub Fire and remains one of the worst mass transit disasters in U.S. History.
It was a late fall day in the City of Boston, in the year 1916. It was Election Day,
November 7th and the political races were close. The seats at both the state and
national level were hotly contested. Woodrow Wilson campaigned for reelection as U. S.
President with the slogan "He Kept Us Out Of War!"

All over the country business was booming, literally booming. The economy was driven
by the world wide conflict known as The Great War. European countries lacking the
manufacturing capabilities to maintain their force of arms came to the United States to
feed the voracious maw of their war machines. For all purposes, foreign and domestic,
the factories were humming. On the Fish Pier, brand new and state of the art, the bounty
of the sea was being harvested to feed a hungry world.
At the end of the day the hard working people of Boston needed to let off steam. In the
days before radio, people would go downtown to Newspaper Row to read the headlines
scrawled in the windows of the ten daily newspapers serving Boston. Election Day was a
special day, almost like a holiday. But a holiday that didn't mandate a trip to church. If
you could, you joined the throng’s downtown.
Boston Elevated Railway Car 393 (in this case a misnomer because the tracks ran at
grade level) left the "P" Street car barn around ten minutes after 5 P.M. Scurrying along
Summer Street it picked up people anxious to connect with trains leaving South Station
for home or to participate in the festival atmosphere of the election. The electric car had
been converted from an earlier open type to having some enclosure from the weather.
The car was about 25 feet long and was designed to carry 34 seated passengers with a
conductor and motorman as crew. With standees and particularly during rush hours it
was common for these trolleys to carry more than double the number of seated
passengers.
The time was approaching 5:30 P.M. In the small house on the fixed part of the bridge
the Draw-tender and his two assistant were sheltering. In the channel, the tug Wm. G.
Williams blew its whistle for an opening of the bridge. The Draw-tender sent his two
assistants out to close the safety gates and hang the warning lanterns. With those
conditions set, the controller pulled the levers and the inbound section of the bridge slid
open.
The motorman on B.E.R. Car 393 had slowed as he approached the corner of Summer
St. at Melcher St.so a passenger could hop on. The car slowed but did not stop. The
conductor rang in his 62nd fare. The motorman fed the traction motors more "juice" and
went back to cruising speed.
Suddenly, in the fading sun of the late fall day and the flickering of an unreliable
streetlight the motorman realized he was thirty feet from the open draw of the bridge.
The motorman applied the brakes with all the speed and strength he could muster. The
brakes locked and the wheels slid along the rails. Passengers called out. People on the
edge of the car jumped. The streetcar crashed through the closed safety gates and went
over the edge tottering for an instant, resting on a bridge beam, then, it fell 20 feet into
the murk of the channel. The car slipped under with an audible gurgle and came to rest
30 feet under water.
In the water, a handful of riders thrashed. Thinking rapidly, Captain Harry Ross of the
Tugboat Williams had his crew throw life rings into the water. Next he lowered small
boats and sent a detail of sailors out to attempt rescues. On the Summer St.
Drawbridge, the crew of draw-tenders swung into action. The two assistant tenders
clambered down to a small boat and rowed to the drowning men. Struggling in the cold

water, burdened by heavy winter clothing, many were near ready to succumb. The
tugboat's crew was able to remove 3 people. The drawbridge crew removed 3 more.
Rushing to the corner of Summer and Melcher Streets a citizen pulled Box 71. The box
was received at 5:28 P.M. and the bells went down in the fire houses. Engine Co.'s 7-1525-39-44, Ladder Co.'s 8-17-18, Chemical Co. 8 and Tower Co. 3 responded under the
command of the Chief of Fire District 3. (Response records show companies by
numerical order not response order-Editor)
Engine Co. 39, responding from its quarters at 344 Congress St. and first to arrive found
no fire. The firemen were shocked by the sight of the rear truck of the street car, sitting
on the rails with the brakes locked. There was no sign of the street car. Engine 44 went
up into the draw and put a search light to work from its bow. Putting small boats into the
water the firemen also went to work with the sailors from the Tug Williams rescuing
people in the water. Eventually seven people were taken from the water. The fire
department crews also ran searchlights from the fireboat power plant and set them on
the railing of the bridge to illuminate the search area.
Arriving on the scene Deputy Fire Chief Taber took Command and sent in special calls
for ambulances and additional ropes and equipment. A total of five chief officers
responded.
Mayor Curley arrived and ordered the fire department to be in charge of rescue
operations. Mayor Curley boarded the fire boat to observe.
The Boston City Hospital, Haymarket Relief Station and private hospitals sent
ambulances and doctors to the scene. As people were removed doctors and ambulance
men worked over them with pulmotors then took them to the Haymarket accident rooms.
At South Union Station of the railroads, the Boston Police Patrolman directing traffic
discovering the disaster went to the police signal box and rang the desk at Police
Division 2 on La Grange St. Eventually 206 members of the Boston Police along with
combination wagons from the nearby police divisions and the Police Launch Watchman
would respond. The police launch working to locate and recover, the wagons as
ambulances and hearses.
As all the visible survivors were removed, the small boats came back to get equipment
for the grim task of dragging for bodies. A crowd of 15,000 spectators assembled to
watch the effort. It was obvious that not all the riders had been accounted for. After
discussion it was decided to bring in divers and raise the streetcar as soon as possible
to bring in the missing. Police and fire officials along with Mayor Curley and the
executives of the Boston Elevated Railway Co. knew they lacked the resources to
complete the operation. Mayor Curley placed a call to the Charlestown Naval Shipyard
for help. Searchers in the water began looking for the body of the streetcar.
Receiving the request for help, the Commandant of the Shipyard, Captain William R.
Rush dispatched a patrol boat, tugboat and a barge with a derrick mounted on it. The
small squadron of naval boats arrived shortly after 7:00 P.M. Not long after a crew from
Engine 44 had recovered the first two bodies by dragging. Attempts to locate the car by
sounding continued. Navy and commercial divers prepared to enter the water. It should
be remembered that scuba gear had not been invented yet. These were hardhat divers,
heavy bronze helmet, airlines, lifelines and all. The captain of Engine 44 cast his lead
line from the boat and a located the street car. Another conference took place among

officials and it was determined the derrick on scene lacked the capacity to raise the car.
They would have to wait for another to be brought from the navy yard.
In the meantime, divers from the U.S. Navy and the Hugh Nawn Construction Company
went down to begin bringing up the unlucky. The trolley was found upright, as the divers
began to move around the car, ghostly hands reached out to them, invisible underwater.
The crowded car had prevented many from any chance of escape. The signs of
desperate human struggle were obvious with bodies jammed in the windows where they
had fought for exit.
Receiving the request for help, the Commandant of the Shipyard, Captain William R.
Rush dispatched a patrol boat, tugboat and a barge with a derrick mounted on it. The
small squadron of naval boats arrived shortly after 7:00 P.M. Not long after a crew from
Engine 44 had recovered the first two bodies by dragging. Attempts to locate the car by
sounding continued. Navy and commercial divers prepared to enter the water. It should
be remembered that scuba gear had not been invented yet. These were hardhat divers,
heavy bronze helmet, airlines, lifelines and all. The Captain of Engine 44 cast his lead
line from the boat and a located the street car. Another conference took place among
officials and it was determined the derrick on scene lacked the capacity to raise the car.
They would have to wait for another to be brought from the navy yard.
In the meantime, divers from the U.S. Navy and the Hugh Nawn Construction Company
went down to begin bringing up the unlucky. The trolley was found upright, as the divers
began to move around the car, ghostly hands reached out to them, invisible underwater.
The crowded car had prevented many from any chance of escape. The signs of
desperate human struggle were obvious with bodies jammed in the windows where they
had fought for exit.

Now these hand reached out to touch the divers as the water swirled with their
movement. In a cruel twist of fate, all the women, granted courtesy to their gender of
seating in place of the men, were at the inside of the commotion. None survived.

By 4:00 A.M. The divers had recovered 42 bodies from the wreck. Another 4 bodies had
been recovered by dragging. Others, among the rescued, had been pronounced at the
Relief Station. The second derrick barge arrived and the street car was removed from
the channel.
Now came the questions. How could this happen? Who was to blame? The motorman
was tried for manslaughter and found innocent. The car was tested, repaired and went
back into service. Not a popular assignment until the day it was disposed of. After crash
tests showed the equipment had been working. What is not mentioned is whether the
weight of passenger load roughly twice the weight of the designed seated capacity
affected the braking of the vehicle. We will never know.
Due to the large number of standees, it was difficult to determine the exact number of
people who perished. Today the acknowledged number stands at 47. The worst trolley
disaster in U.S. history. Despite the challenge, the sailors, city workers, police and
firemen did their best to reduce the suffering of the victims. The dead and their families
are often mentioned and remembered. It is well to remember also the rescuers. In all the
time before we learned what we know about PTSD, these people had only their priests,
whiskey and their fists to get them through.

F31-A FLAT CARS AND FOAMITE CARS
PRR’s Unique WWII Firefighting Equipment
By Al Buchan
Used with permission by the Pennsylvania Railroad Technical & Historical Society. This
article appeared in the PRRT&HS “The Keystone” Vol. 49 No.2 Summer 2016 issue

The loss of seagoing tankers forced increased shipments of POL products onshore to the
railroads, which in turn increased the probability of tank car derailments that could result in the
ignition of their flammable contents. In additions, high octane gasoline and fuel oil from interior
refineries was being shipped to tidewater for transshipment by tankers to the overseas theatres of
operation. This increased hazardous rail traffic was the driving force behind AAR’s (American
Association of Railroads – Editor) Vice President C.H. Buford’s late 1942 letter to all member
roads relative to planning and organization to minimize the effects of accidents incident to the
intensive handling of tank car equipment, with particular reference to those accidents followed by
ignition of flammable contents.
The AAR letter prompted an immediate check of all PRR wreck trains to determine if they were
fully equipped with firefighting equipment specified in Wrecking Equipment Tracing List F-417204,
if the equipment was in good condition, and if those concerned were familiar with its use.
Equipment other than that listed on the tracing was also to be reported, as well as the adequacy
of the equipment provided. In addition, each Region was directed to advise if any set-ups made to
date, together with any recommendations they might have with respect to organization or
equipment required to adequately handle wrecks where tanks cars were involved. It was
subsequently determined that all wreck trains (expect the Altoona train) were properly equipped.
However, it was noted from the experience of recent Easter Region wrecks involving oil and
gasoline fires, the current equipment was inadequate for handling large fires caused by the
ignition of this material. At the time, the standard firefighting equipment specified as follows from
PRR List of Tracings F-417204 May 5, 1939:
The Eastern Region recommended that special flammable liquid firefighting equipment be
provided at strategic points such as Altoona, Enola, Philadelphia and Wilmington, De. During this
time PRR was also corresponding with other eastern railroads to determine how they were
handling the firefighting situation.

Equipment and Operational Recommendations
Although the PRR had undertaken some preliminary investigations of the firefighting techniques
used by Philadelphia area commercial refineries, on November 7, 1942 a committee consisting of
F.K. Fildes from the Mechanical Department, a member from the Insurance Department and the
Chief Chemist was formed to make recommendations on how to fight flammable liquids fires at

derailment scenes. On November 11 the committee recommended that the most effective method
was by using Foamite powder, something that was learned during earlier visits to refineries that
included Standard Oil Company of New Jersey at Bayway and Bayonne, New Jersey; Sun Oil
Company at Marcus Hook, Pa, and Atlantic Refining Co. at Point Breeze, Philadelphia, Pa.
Foamite powder is injected by suction into a stream of water in a hose line by means of a hopper
type device. When the powder reacts with the water, dense foam is dispensed from the hose
nozzle, thus smothering the fire. By denying the fire a source of oxygen, the flames are
extinguished. These devices could generate a stream of foam for as long as foam powder was
fed into the hopper with water flowing through the generator. Two men operated this unit, one
feeding the powder into the hopper and frequently checking the water pressure, the other opening
cans of powder to ensure an uninterrupted feed, Additional men were required to bring cans
powder from the car to the generator location. It was important that the generator run out of
powder. At the high end of the desirable inlet pressure of 100 lbs. (psi – Editor) with a supply of
65 gpm of water and 105 lbs. of powder pre minute the generator could produce 900 gpm of
foam, shooting a stream 75 feet.

Model 30-T duGas early dry chemical extinguisher. Photo courtesy of ANSUL

In addition to recommending using the Foamite method, the November 11 report also
recommended the firefighting equipment: a flat car with a 7,000 gallon tender cistern mounted in
one end and an apparatus house on the other end, housing the firefighting equipment. Although
the recommendations specified an F31A flat car, the initial plans drawn up showed an F30A. This
was quickly corrected, as it would permit spreading out the equipment better (the F30A was
deemed to be too short). It was noted that a shorted car could be used if a smaller cistern and
shed were used. It was estimated that it would take 15 days after starting to outfit such a car, and
the cost of equipping one would be $ 4,547, exclusive of the cost of the car and cistern. The
report also detailed the basic firefighting equipment the car was to be outfitted with and
recommended procedures on how to fight any fires. The basic equipment would include a
gasoline powered engine-pump unit, one Foamite generator, 102 cans of Foamite powder, a
hose reel equipped with 600 feet of 2 ½ inch fire hose, a hose nozzle, and one portable asbestos
lined shield to protect the nozzle man. Subsequent experience would later lead to added
equipment.

The firefighting procedures outlined by the committee’s recommendation were as follows:
1.)
Run car to within about 600 feet of the fire.
2.)
Unreel 600 feet of hose and connect one end to pump discharge.
3.)
Break the hose coupling 500 feet from the car and insert the Foamite generator
4.)
Couple the remaining 100 feet of hose to the exit side of the Foamite generator and apply
the hose nozzle to end of hose.
5.)
Open valve from cistern to pump and start pump.
6.)
Feed Foamite powder into generator hopper.
7.)
Play foam on the flames.

The recommended equipment was capable of pumping 98 GPM of water, which would deliver
1,400 gallons of FPM. To generate this amount of foam, three cans of Foamite powder (150 lbs.)
would have been emptied into the hopper/generator per minute. With the recommended supply of
102 cans of powder, Foamite could be played on the fire for 34 minutes, while consuming 3,300
of the 7,000 gallons of water in the cistern. Water could then be sprayed on the fire area to cool
down hot metal or embers. It was recommended that anti-freeze be added to the cistern water
supply during periods of freezing weather.
On November 25, 1942, only one month after the AAR letter, the PRR Board of Directors
authorized $ 25,000.00 to equip five F31A with Foamite firefighting apparatus for handling fuel
and gasoline fires, to be assigned to the wreck trains at Philadelphia, Altoona, Pittsburgh, Fort

Wayne and Indianapolis. They were to be painted MofW (Maintenance of Way –Editor) battleship
gray and numbered 496400-496404. Because the country was at war, PRR could not, on its own
authority, implement the construction of these cars, and was required to get authority from the
War Production Board, which was received by January of 1943.

Although the Foamite cars could operate independently, they were originally designed to be part
of the standard wreck train outfit at locations where they were stationed. At the time, the typical
wreck train outfit would have consisted of a wrecking derrick with an idler car for its boom, a
tender (cistern) for water supply, a cable car, a tool and material car, a commissary car and a
riding & locker car. Many times a cabin car (PRR term for caboose – Editor) as well as a gondola
for track material. Because of the Foamite cars relatively limited use, it was subsequently
determined that they would only go out with the wreck trains when needed for firefighting.
Following the shipment of cars to the field, representatives of the Mechanical and Insurance
Departments were sent out to train the fire marshals, wreckmasters and other members of the
wreck forces on how to operate the cars.
On January 1, 1944 the PRR Board of Directors authorized an expenditure of $ 36,000 to outfit
an additional four F31A Foamite cars, numbered 496405-496408, to be assigned to Columbus,
Fort Wayne, Chicago and Rose Lake (East St. Louis). This would place two cars at Fort Wayne.

Tests and Demonstrations of Foamite Cars
Tests of the car’s firefighting capabilities were conducted in early April 1943 at Pitcairn, Fort
Wayne and Indianapolis, where large pits were constructed with waste oil being floated on a
water base. Flames were allowed to rise 40-50 feet before any attempts were made to extinguish
them. Both fog nozzles and Foamite were used in the testing, with both showing equal success.
All fires were extinguished in 30 seconds or less using both the fog and foam methods, using
inexperienced railroad men. It was determined that all of the equipment performed as required
and was quiet satisfactory.

Firefighting Operations
Car 496402 – Philadelphia
11/26/1943 Philadelphia Based MofW wire train’s tool & supply car. Fire caused from overheated
stove. Fire extinguished in 25 minutes with water
12/05/43
Derailment and fire of 8 tank cars carrying oil at Dale, Pa. Fire extinguished in 15
mins, using 800 pounds of Foamite
Car 496403 – Fort Wayne
The car that responded to probably the largest fire was the one at Fort Wayne. On the night of
September 23, 1943 it responded to derailment of 23 tank cars, 5 box cars and one gondola on
the Nickle Plate Railroads (NKP) Advance train CB2, with 81 loads and no empties, near Raber,
Indiana, 14 miles west of Fort Wayne. The derailment occurred around 4 AM and a major fire
ensued. NKP requested the PRR to send its Fort Wayne Foamite car to the scene. It departed
with a crew of 6 plus the Fire Marshal at 4:40 AM and was delivered to the NKP at 6:40 AM, but
due to traffic did not arrive at the wreck scene until 9:30 AM.
A November 26, 1943 PRR report stated that the fire was so intense that the NKP wreck derrick
could not be brought close enough to the fire and the derailed cars. The Foamite car was pushed
up the tracks against the fire, and the fire of the five burning box cars was extinguished by water
using the fog nozzle and 150 feet of hose. Concurrently the remaining 350 ft. of hose was
employed, using Foamite, to put out the tank car fires, working west to east.
On September 20, 1944 # 496403 responded to a 50-car eastbound train on the Fort Wayne
main with seven tank cars that derailed east of Anthony Blvd in Fort Wayne. In this instance it
worked in conjunction with the Fort Wayne Fire Department. The firefighting began at 1:24 AM
and was quelled five hours later. After being subdued with Foamite, water continued to be used to
cool down the surrounding areas. Overall 10,000 gallons of gasoline was destroyed.

Other Railroad Firefighting Cars
Railroad
Baltimore & Ohio
Nickle Plate
Lackawanna
Erie
Lehigh Valley
Reading
Jersey Central
Norfolk & Western
New York Central

No. of Cars
12
4
2
11
8
2
2
5
Unknown

Comments
Foamite equipped boxcars
No information available
Foamite boxcars
6,800 gallon converted locomotive tenders
No information available
Boxcars with 10,000 gallon tender
Boxcars
Foamite cars
47 foot flat cars with 8,000 gallon cisterns and
cabin for the firefighting equipment.

Box 52 wishes to thank Mr. Chuck Blardone, editor of the KEYSTONE, the quarterly
journal of the Pennsylvania Railroad Technical & Historical Society, for his permission to
use this article which appeared in Vol. 49 No.2 Summer 2016 issue.
For information on joining the PRT&HS click here: http://www.prrths.com.

Modern Foamite Trains

After reading the article on the Pennsylvania Railroads Foamite Cars, the Line Box Staff
located an article from August of 2016 that the BNSF Railway had just ordered and
deployed thirty-one (31) foam trailers across the system.
The BNSF came from a 1994 merger seeing the Burlington Northern Santa Fe becoming
one of the largest railways in North America. Today the BNSF operates in 28 states and
2 Canadian Provinces over 32,500 route miles with 44,000 employees and 8,000
locomotives.
With the movement of hazardous materials in a liquid state growing yearly. Railroads
have to cope with the threat of fire along there route. In 2012 BNSF designed two types
of foam trailers. Type 1 carries 275 gallons of AR-AFFF (Alcohol Resistant Aqueous Film
Forming Foam – Editor), along with basic equipment such as hoses, deck gun, fittings
etc. The Type 1 is designed as a slide in skid mount unit that a Hi-Rail pick-up truck (Hi-

rail is a device that allows vehicles to be equipped with wheels which can run on rails.
Click on link for more information http://www.harscorail.com/equipment/hy-rail.html.Editor). Type 2 is much larger and is equipped with a 1,500 gallon AR-AFFF, two small
portable pumps, generator, hose, fittings and other tools. This can be transported by
truck or rail.

Type 1 foam trailer. Photo courtesy of BNSF Railway

Foam Trailer Equipment
Quantity
2
2
2
2
4
1
2
1
2 each
10 sections
each
1
2
1
1
1

Item
10,000 gallon folding portable water tank - frameless
275 gallon foam tanks. Total of 600 gallons 3% AR-AFFF
625 GPM fire pumps, total capacity 1,250 GPM
Fuel tanks for pumps
4” 12 ft. lengths hard suctions, with 2 strainers
Deck gun master stream device with 1,000 GPM fog type nozzle
Foam educting master stream nozzle with pick-up tubes
Portable monitor with base
Hydrant wrench, Spanner wrench, L.D.H Spanners
2 ½ inch hose line – 500 feet
1 ¾ inch hose line – 500 feet
High Expansion foam nozzle
Variable 30-200 GPM 1 ½ nozzles
Variable 95-250 GPM 2 ½ nozzle
1 ½ inch Foam Eductor with pickup tubes
Various hose fittings and connections etc.
10 pound Dry Chemical extinguisher

Foam trailer is use at derailment. Photo courtesy of BNSF Railway

Thirty one of the Foam Trailers are on railroad property, but six are housed at various
local fire departments. BNSF has entered into mutual aid agreements in all areas they
serve.

In addition to the foam trailers BNSF has place five SCBA trailers around its system.
These trailers contain the following:
•
10 Full sets of SCBA
•
10 Fifteen minute Escape Pak setups for use with a large cylinder or a standard
SCBA cylinder for wrecking equipment
•
Forty Scott AV-3000 full face respirators
•
Bauer Air Compressor
•
PPE gear

Inside view of Air Trailer. Photo courtesy of BNSF Railway

In addition to these trailers, BNSF has the capability to deploy a fire train (See Line Box Vol.
10 No. 2 click on link for BNSF Fire train in action https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ut9JGMjPteU –
Editor).

BNSF can call various firefighting specialty companies and can have them on scene
with in six hours of an incident. The Railroad makes it clear that they are there to offer
whatever resources they can to the local jurisdiction having authority over the incident.

In 2013 the Union Pacific Railway worked with Pierce to design two identical trucks to
aid in the transfer of Hazardous Materials in the field. The apparatus was built on
Kenworth chassis and features a custom Pierce walk-in style body. Union Pacific is the
only railroad in the Country with the capability to transfer liquids or compressed gases
between two rail cars, ensuring continuous freight movement to customers' destinations.
A transfer typically takes place if a car has been damaged enroute and cannot be safely
transported to its destination.

Below photos courtesy of Union Pacific Railway

“Transfer trucks give us a big advantage because we are able to quickly respond,
protecting the safety of employees and the public," said Michael Moore, managerhazmat. "We're already showing good returns from the investment."
The new transfer trucks operate out of Fort Worth, Texas, and West Colton, Calif.
System wide the Hazardous Materials Management Group has conducted 148 hazmat
transfers without a safety incident or product contamination over the past five years. This
equates to a $1.5 million savings.
The Union Pacific Railroad is a direct descendant of the original Transcontinental
Railway. The U.P built west from Council Bluffs, Iowa and from the San Francisco,
California the Central Pacific built east. They meet at Promontory Summit, Utah on May
10, 1869 and laid the Golden Spike.
Today U.P has 32,100 route miles in 23 states west of Chicago and New Orleans. They
employee 42,600 people and have 8,500 locomotives.

My Last Christmas Eve Night at the Fire House
By Anonymous Member
Hello again, this is a story about the last Christmas Eve night shift I worked before I
retired. Hope you like it, and thanks once again to Frank for editing me, this story only
took 14 phone calls back and forth, that’s three less than last year’s story!
You ask any cop, firefighter, nurse, fire alarm operator, doctors etc. what is the most
hated night shift to work and they will say Christmas Eve. Yeah I know that New Year’s
Eve sucks, and you are busy, but at least you get a good Chinese food supper!
My last Christmas Eve was way back in 1990. I was Senior Man on my group and by our
Departments lore and traditions it was up to me about December 10th to sit the group
down, to and hammer out the menu and who was to bring what. So at exactly 1530 hrs.
on December 8th I had my meeting. The ideas came fast and furious: Lenny being a
good Italian wanted a feast of 7 fishes. Nope I vetoed that one as soon as the word fish
left his mouth. Our Probie suggested a crown roast like his mom makes (babies they
send me). That one had possibilities. Then from the couch behind me I heard “screw it
lets get some tips and do’em on the grill.” We all had an ahha moment and just like that
it was decided sirloin tips it was. After fifteen minutes of heated debate over spuds and
side dishes it was decided. The menu was set…..Sirloin tips, baked stuffed potatoes,
green beans, and lettuce and tomato salad with blue cheese dressing.
Now came my favorite part, delegation who does what. I handed out blank paper and
went around the room and told each guy what he was to bring. The Deputy whined that
he was always stuck doing the baking and why me, my reply was blunt “that’s cause you
are a baker! Your choice you can do the rolls and the bread for the morning, or you do
all the cookies, pies and munchies for desert, your choice Dep”! We all knew he would a
bake tons of cookies, rolls and bread for both us and the day shift. He was a great fire
officer, a better baker, but did he loved to bitch! Lenny worked off shift at the Produce
Market in Chelsea and he would get the spuds and the greens. We needed soda, table
cloths and some table decorations. I would get the meat and the best chef in the
Department who also happened to be my best friend, brother-in-law, and my tiller man
Pete, would take care of the grilling and I assigned myself the potatoes and veggies.
All was in place or so I thought…….Pete was over the house helping fix some outside
lights and he said to me very casually “Ya know we should do sumthing do Jonesy. Ya
know he never married and he sends cards to everybody on anniversaries, birthdays
and all them damn photos he takes for the Department and gives everyone copies, he
should freaking own Kodak”! Jonesy was a buff, but he would never admit it. He was out
and just happened to come across a big job it was amazing. Jonesy was a lifelong
bachelor who for years tended his ailing parents. In what little spare vacation time he
had, he loved taking train trips all over the country. He was a good Jake, but he shoulda
worked for the Boston & Maine! But I had a secret….Jonesy knew it and I always
received plenty of train pictures when he got back. He never gave them to me at work.
They arrived by either mail, or dropped them off at the house, where he managed to
arrive just before supper and my wife, had always cooked one of his favorite meals.
Never did figure that one out….hmmmmm.

So, it was decided, I would ask the guys on the group to kick in a few bucks and I would
go to his favorite camera store and give them the money for his developing and buying
film. I figured 5 – 10 bucks a guy be about a C-note, not bad. The plan had one glaring
hitch…the old adage telephone, telegraph, tell a fireman. Not even 10 minutes after I
told Okie about the plan and he dropped a sawbuck in my hand, the house phone rang
for me and it was the VP of the Union who said “great idea, why don’t ya get the whole
group to kick in”? Wow! What a great idea, I went into the Deputies Office, explained
what we were doing and he kicked in right away. He offered to collect on his rounds of
the other stations for me. So, long story short, by the next weekend the whole
department had heard and kicked in. We had a ton of dough for Jonesy. We found a
wholesale camera joint and got him a couple bricks of film, new 35 mm camera with all
the bells and whistles, a years’ worth of film developing and a brand new digital pocket
scanner! It was gonna be great!
Pete and I, as good senior men, decided we needed to educate the Probie on how to
buy meat for the firehouse. So on December 23rd we picked him up and off we went to
the old Hilltop in Saugus, we treated him to lunch and then we all went out back to the
butcher shop. We gave him the list of what he needed to get and we all stood in line
doing our best to embarrass the kid. Our number was called and we stepped up to the
counter and the Probie says to the butcher “Hi I’m having about 16 friends over on
Christmas Eve and I want to serve Sirloin Tips, how many pounds will I need”? The
butcher replies quickly “8 pounds kid” and the reply from our brain dead Probie is “that
will be fine thanks”. Pete now has fire shooting out his eyeballs at the kid and he says to
the butcher “look we’re firemen and we gotta work tomorrow night, I figure least a pound
a guy so gives us twenty pounds of the good stuff out back”. The butcher is laughing his
butt off and says to the Probie “hey kid these guys just saved your ass from being hung
from the flag pole”. He went in the back to get the order ready I said to the kid “Look your
mom’s Italian right”? He nods and I go on “what is her number one rule when cooking”
and the response comes back “ya mean don’t run out of food”? “Yep that’s it” Pete went
on to tell him that ‘normal’ people figure about a quarter to a half pound of meat per
person. In the firehouse it’s about a pound of meat per guy. At this point the kid is saved
by the return of the butcher with a huge wrapped package in his hands, he calls the
Probie over and says “here ya go kid, Merry Christmas and oh yeah thanks for the
laugh”! We all wish the butcher a very Merry Christmas, he grabs my arm and says “my
dad was a Jake in Boston, so ya got a little present from me, I gave ya 25 pounds, hope
you guys get to eat without a call”. Before I could even say thank you he turned away
and was already waiting on another customer.
The next night, Christmas Eve, we all arrived between 4:30 and 5:00 got the day shift
out. They were back in the morning. Mike was group 4’s cook and he grabbed me and
asked if I could get the turkey ready for him and he would be back around 6:30. No
problem on my end. We did a fast rollcall and equipment check. I stared with prep work
and the crew did what needed to be done. Two tables were pushed together and the
table was being set. Pete told me he would start the tips at 6:45 so I should figure my
time table for a 7:45 meal At that point OB, who was the engine officer grabbed me and
says is it too late to add shrimp cocktails? Nope I say but you’ll have to make them. He
nods and off he goes to make them up. The Deputy sticks his head in and calls for some
help unloading his car. The goodies have arrived. I have washed the spuds and they are
in the oven baking at 400 degrees. I am starting to work on the beans when I hear from
the TV room “Hey Probie where the hell did you learn to set a table? The spoon goes on
the right side”! I’m laughing and Lenny is singing along with Dean Martin, when the

Deputy hands me a foil package and whispers “a little Christmas cheer pal” I grin at him
like a 5 year old open the package and pop down raw sugar cookie dough balls!
The house smells great, Sully’s wife is a florist who made us a fire engine center piece
with fresh Christmas greens and sent along 4 red candles 2 for us and 2 for the day
crew. Our guest arrives, our Department Chaplin Father Donald McKay. He arrives as
always carrying pounds of Christmas candies that he makes himself. He has made his
rounds of the stations dropping off gifts to the toughest flock he has to tend to. He is up
for the challenge he is a former Navy Chaplin, saw action in Korea and is tough as nails.
Did I mention he was a Jesuit?
At around 6:20, the Deputy calls everyone to the TV room. The Dep made the
presentation of the gifts to Jonesy, who looked like he wanted to die from
embarrassment. He was awe struck at what the brothers had done for him. Little did we
know we had unleashed a demon! Jonesy checked out the new camera, loaded it and
shoved four rolls of film in his pocket. And then he was at it, camera flashes going off
every few seconds. Somewhere I have the shot he took as I am pulling the spuds out of
the oven…. Flash…. and I’m blinded and nearly drop the hot pan. I’m screaming at him
and he is laughing like a maniac and runs off to take more pictures. I gotta say we got
some pretty great snaps of the group that night!
Finally 7:45 rolls around and everyone is seated in their assigned seats. Its way to
complicated to explain so just go with it. Platters of food stream out of the kitchen and
before Pete and I deliver the main course out come a huge tray of Shrimp Cocktails! We
follow with the rest of the courses. Father McKay is ready to say grace and as is his
custom he makes us join hands and bow our heads…..Amen yells Sully let’s eat! For the
next 2 hours we were un-interrupted and the conversation, jokes and wise cracks went
around the table. And I realized these guys and all the guys I ever worked with or met
who were on the job, they are brothers. I got a lump in my throat, my eyes watered and
as I looked down the table I saw Father Don lift his glass towards me and Pete met my
gaze with a simple nod, they knew, it was my last holiday to spend with my “other
family”. And like many before and those who have come behind me, who when
retirement comes all say the same thing “I won’t miss the crap, but I will miss these
guys!
I hope you liked the story, as the saying goes I got a million of em! Merry Christmas to
all, and to all a good night!

Fire Apparatus Protecting Railroad Properties
Since starting the research over the summer for this issue, we have found out that many
railroads contracted with numerous fire apparatus manufactures to design rigs for the
challenge of protecting railroad shop facilities.
The first rig we found was built for the Baltimore & Ohio Railroads massive shop
complex located in Cumberland, Maryland. The steamer and hose cart were built in
1879 by the La France Company. The rig served the B&O from 1879-1908.
It was on display at the B&O Museum in Baltimore and was heavily damage several
years ago when the roof collapsed due to heavy snowfall.

All photos courtesy of the Youngstown Fire Forum, unless noted

In Omaha, Nebraska the Union Pacific Railroad had a large shop complex. That was
protected by a steamer, hose cart and a motorized hose wagon. It was called the
Thomas C. Durant Engine & Hose Company.

The Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad AKA The Santa Fe had a neat little 1919
Seagrave 500 gpm pump assigned to its Topeka Shops.

Years ago Amtrak’s famed Sunnyside Yard located in Queens was protected by a 1999
GMC with a utility body and a skid mount booster system. The rig is also equipped with
Hi-Rail capability.

Photo courtesy of J.A. Caldrone/FAJ Publications

The Pennsylvania Railroad had a huge shop facility in the City of Altoona, PA. Today
this facility is still in use by Norfolk Southern. The PRR also had a car shop in the
neighboring town of Hollidaysburg. At one time these facilities were protected by three
engine companies. They were listed on AFD run cards as Engines 7, 8 and 9. And did
respond to alarms in Altoona.
Engine 7, a 1948 Mack pump has been fully restored and was donated to the AFD for a
parade piece.

From the Boston Globe Archives Nov. 10, 1914
Copied as written
VETS OF 1872 IN BANQUET BLAZE.
Put Out Small Fire at Their Reunion.
Gathering Was in Memory of Boston’s Big Burning.
Prompt Action as Flames Crawled Up a Curtain.
The fact that the saying “Once a fireman, always a fireman” is true. Was proven last night at the
42nd anniversary banquet and reunion of the Veterans of 1872 Association and the Box 52
Association at the Quincy House, when a firefighting stunt not listed on the program taxed the
efforts of a few veterans for a number of minutes.
The celebration was in memory of the big fire which swept out the greater part of the business
section of this city in 1872, and nearly 100 members of the two organizations had just heard the

alarm strike off box 52, sounded by Chief McDonough from a special box installed in the hall,
when the flash for the picture was pulled.
Big smoke catchers had been arranged around the hall to hold the smoke from flashes, and
suddenly one of them was seen to burst into flames. A yell went up from those who saw the
flames first, and before a regular firefighter could get around the tables the veterans who were
near the big canvas bag had torn it from its hangings.
The bag was dragged out of the way, while others started to dash water on the flames which
were rapidly climbing up the window draperies. The fire was extinguished after a curtain, a pair
of lace draperies and the big canvass bag had been destroyed.
Chief McDonough started festivities by the sounding of the alarm at 7:24 the exact time that the
first alarm was sounded 42 years before. Followed by a second alarm, a third alarm, and a general
alarm, with an alarm from box 154 in South Boston and the calls sent for outside help.
Chief McDonough sounded the first alarm, while the others – 10 blows repeated for the second:
12 blows repeated for the third: and 12 blows struck three times for the general – were sounded
by his acting aide, Frank M. Kelleher. All were struck at the exact times recorded for the original
alarms.
President Abbott presided and the toastmaster was George Y. Berry, past president of the Box
52 Association. Seated at the head table besides these officers were Fire Commissioner John
Grady, Chief Peter McDonough, J. M. Fairbanks, president of the Box 52 Association: Charles R.
Simmons, president of the Boston Protective Department: James Marston, the only living member
of the Fire Committee of the Boston City Council in 1872: Chief Nathanial Bunker of the
Cambridge Fire Department.

Quincy House on Brattle Street after 1885 expansion. Photo courtesy of BPL

Apparatus Photos with Railroad Infrastructure

Even on our bus trips, railfans among us still find trains. Plymouth Engine 7 and MBTA Commuter train at
Plymouth Station. Photo by Member John Galla.

FDNY Ladder 166 Still Water Street Station in Brooklyn for a subway job July 3, 1991. Photo by Member
Peter Aloisi

FDNY Tower Ladder 46’s Seagrave at the Rock with the Amtrak’s Northeast Corridor. Photo by Member
Peter Aloisi.

Worcester Fire working at a mill fire across Providence and Worcester Railroads main line. Photo by
Member Peter Aloisi

Everett Train-Truck Crash, December 28, 1966
It was the time of year when the last few days on calendar trickle through to the coming
New Year, many folks call it the Holiday lull. It was Tuesday December 27th, 1966.
Oxbow Transportation of Lexington driver Ray Bouley of Billerica had reported to work at
5:30 PM. He received his delivery list and what truck he was assigned at the office. His
rig was a 1964 Mack B-61 – ST model tractor pulling a 38 foot dual axle tank trailer with
a capacity of 8,300 gallons. He went about his business and left Lexington headed to
Northeast Petroleum in Chelsea for his first load of product for delivery. The time was
6:10 PM. In a little more than six hours as Tuesday December 27th turned into
Wednesday the 28th. He, his truck, a B&M Budd Liner would be involved in a crash in
Everett that would kill 12 people and injured 18………….This is the story of that fateful
incident.
Boston & Maine Rail Diesel Car # 6142 was an all steel unit commonly called a “Budd
Liner”. It was 85 feet long, 10 feet 5 inches wide and had a passenger capacity of 90.
The vestibules at either end of the car were 3 feet 6 inches wide with steps on each side.
A trap door and a side door provided access to the steps. When the doors were closed a
trap door was secured in a down position by a pedal latch. To gain access to the steps, it
was necessary to open the side vestibule door, which was hinged to swing inward,
unlock the trap door by depressing the pedal latch, then raise the trap door and latch it
open. This was going to prove deadly to the passengers. It was scheduled to serve as
train # 563 departing from North Station at 12:01 AM heading for Rockport. The crew
consisted of three; engineer Thomas Bagley, Conductor Edwin Hunt and a brakeman.
Both Bagley and Hunt would be counted among the dead.
At 12:01 Am on December 28, 1966 train # 563 departed North Station for its 35.3 mile
run to Rockport. Twenty eight passengers and crew were on board. Many of the
passengers had attended that nights Bruins game at the Garden and watched the game
end in a 4-4 tie with the Detroit Red Wings.
The weather was clear with temps in the low 20’s with 4 inches of snow on the ground.
Train 563 was making good time and had just crossed the Mystic River drawbridge at
approx. 12:08 AM. The span is located 1.6 miles from the Second Street crossing. The
train then accelerated up to 55-60 mph, this was the allowed speed on this section of
track.
Bouley had just filled up again at North East Petroleum with 8,300 gallons of home
heating oil and was headed for an oil company in East Lexington and then to the yard
and home. As the truck came down Second St. cobblestones and the pitted and rutted
street at the grade crossing cause the tank trailer to start bouncing. Bouley tapped the
brakes and stopped in the grade crossing. The Mack designed safety feature engaged
when the air pressure dropped to 30 psi in the brake system. There was no way for
Bouley to bleed the air and pump the pressure up. It was now 12:06 AM. Bouley flagged
down a passing car and asked the driver to call the Everett

1964 Mack B-61 –ST model tractor, the same model involved in the accident. Photo courtesy of
Jingletrucks.com

Boston and Maine Railroad Budd Company RDC-1 Budd Liner # 6140, a sister to No. 6142 involved in the
crash. These RDC’s made up the commuter fleet of the B&M and remained in service with the MBTA into
the early 1980’s.

Police and ask them to call the Railroad and tell them he was stalled on the tracks. The
driver stated that a train was due at any time. Just then the automatic gates dropped and
the lights and bell started. Both men looked down the track and could see the oncoming
headlight, and they took off down the track to warn the train they were waving their arms
yelling and waving a white coat.
The train was 900 feet from the grade crossing when Engineer Bagley hit the emergency
brake, as Conductor Hunt ran into the coach yelling “get down, get down, we’re going to
hit” (witness testimony in NTSB report-Editor). At that moment, train 563 plowed into the
truck. The cab was demolished, flung around so it was facing sideway on the tracks.
Fuel started to pour out of the tanker and ignited instantly, with a might roar! The fire ball
entered the train and terrified passengers ran to the rear exit. The front wheel truck of
#6142 ended up 158 feet from the point of impact.
Two Everett Police Officers; Ralph DeVito and George Stewart were on patrol in the
area heard the explosion and saw the fire ball and raced to the scene while yelling into
the radio to get the fire department. Fire Alarm Operator Mr. V. Smith got the call from
the police at 12:11 AM, he hit the Voc. Alarm and ‘Attention all stations! A Buddliner has
collided with an oil truck at the Second Street railroad crossing!”(Quoted from NFPA
Firemen magazine article April 1967-Editor) The warning blow hit and box 123 Second &
Boston Streets went out.
Crews raced for the apparatus, drivers turned over the motors and started to roll as the
crews were still pulling on their winter gear. As the EFD Headquarters companies
cleared the ramp they looked up and could see the loom-up. Officers pressed hard on
the sirens moving traffic, trying not to think of the job they were headed into. Meanwhile
in Chelsea Fire Alarm, the operators knew 1-2-3 was a line box for Engine 5. As they
were hitting the warning blow the house phone rang from Engine 5 and the officer
shouted they were rolling for a fire and explosion on Second St. and slammed the phone
down. Four engines, 2 trucks were arriving on scene with-in two minutes of the impact!
Flames were shooting 50 feet high and a thick oily smoke blanketed the area. The two
cops along were Bouley and the passerby were franticly trying to break the safety
windows, as those trapped inside screamed for help! On arrival 6 people were outside
the train having escaped via the rear door, in the panic inside the car someone had
fallen and as hard as the Jakes pushed they couldn’t get it open. Ladder Company
officers yelled for ground ladders and tools to get the windows out. The Chelsea Engine
and one of the first due Everett pumps got 1 ½ inch fog lines into action and tried to keep
the fire from entering any more of the train. The other crews got the windows out and
SCBA equipped members entered the burning car and started lifting passengers out the
windows.

Companies working on the tanker, photo by late Member James Blomley

A second alarm was sounded at 12:17 AM bring the remaining Everett Engine and Truck
to the scene along with another Chelsea pump, the off duty shift and Chief of
Department Arthur Butler along with the Foam Wagon. At the same time, Chelsea Chief
Fothergill arrived and took one quick look and ordered Fire Alarm to strike Box 24
Second & Carter Streets. This brought the three remaining Chelsea Engines and both
trucks.
As these reinforcements arrived and joined the battle it was too late for 12 victims who
had already succumbed to smoke inhalation and burns. The Everett and Chelsea Police
ambulances were running shuttle service to local hospitals. Calls went out the
Metropolitan District Police for “Ambulets”, 18 arrived and victims were transported to six
hospitals, including the Chelsea Naval Hospital. In addition 5 firefighters were injured.
Ladder Companies were directed to use portable lighting in the car and conduct a
search for more victims. Engine companies used a combination of fog streams to push
the fire away from the train and begin to extinguish the tanker, and the ground fires.
Arriving on the second alarm Everett Engine 2 was ordered to feed the Foam Wagon
(Engine 6-editor). This quickly done and the engine was readied for action, but not used
as the fire was knocked down by the use of multiple fog hand lines.
The cause of the accident was attributed to the loss of air pressure in the trucks braking
system most likely caused by the poor road conditions at the grade crossing and along
the length of Second St.

Second due pump from Everett HQ was Engine 1’s 1958 B Mack, photo by Member William Cahill

All B&W photos courtesy of NTSB report

Heavily damaged front end of car 6142

Engineer Bagley’s view, arrow indicates collision point

Remains of B&M RDC #6142, heavy fire damage is on the right side of the photo.
B&W photos, courtesy of the NTSB Report.

What Changes Fifty Years Have Brought!
Oxbow Transportation is still in business in Lexington.
The Boston & Maine Railroad is now known as Pan Am Railways. Its passenger rail
service is now part of the MBTA and is operated by private firm Keolis.

Pan Am Railway EMD F9 #PAR 1 leads a business train at North Station on Sept. 15, 2011. Photo courtesy
of Dave Blaze via Railnet.com

In 1966 the Everett Fire Department operated four engines, three ladders and a foam
engine responding from three stations. In 2016 the EFD operates from three stations
with three pumps, two ladders and a cross-manned Heavy Rescue.

Engine 1’s 2014 Pierce Dash CF PUC 1500/500/40 F. Photo by member Michael Boynton

Its neighbor, Chelsea operated from five stations with five engines and two ladders in
1966. Today the CFD operates from just three stations with three front line pumps, a
tower ladders and a ladder truck. For special operations, they operate a step van and a
Pierce pump as Squad 5, both units are cross-manned when needed.

Chelsea Squad 5, 1998 Pierce former Cambridge Engine 1 and 8. Photo by member Michael Boynton

Israel Battles Large Forest Fire
International Mutual Aid
As we are putting the final touches on this issue we received an e-mail from a former
Burlington, MA Firefighter who has immigrated to Israel telling about the fire. A little
quick research and we have some information on these fires.
After months of drought conditions wildland fires have broken out in the north of the
country, on the West Bank and around the City of Jerusalem. Media reports that over
80,000 have fled the flames in Israel’s third largest city of Haifa as flames driven by
strong winds are threatening the City.
Mutual Aid has been summoned from nearby Cyprus and Greece, both countries have
sent planes and helicopters to aid in the fire. These assets arrived on November 25.

Greek Fire Bombers after arrival in Israel, photo courtesy of Ministry of Public Safety

Other countries sending aid to assist are Croatia, Italy and Turkey. On November 25th
according to news accounts and the Kremlin, Israeli Prime Minister Netanyahue called
Russian President Putin to request aid. On Putin’s orders two Beriev Be-200 fire
bombers capable of carrying 12.5 metric tons (3,313 US Gallons- Editor). The aircraft are
expected to arrive on November 26.
There are reports that some fire may have been set by Palestine radicals who support
Isis, and these are being ruled as a terror incident. Other fires have been deemed
accidental.

Haifa fire on Nov. 25th. Photo courtesy of the Guardian.com

Smoke blocking the sun. Photo courtesy of BBC.com

Interesting helmet! Photo courtesy of the Guardian.com

Great Smokey Mountain National Park, Tennessee
Wildfire
A wildfire burning out of control has killed ten people and damaged or destroyed 400
buildings in the Appalachian resort towns of Gatlinburg and Pigeon Forge located in
Sevier County. 14,000 people have been evacuated to emergency shelters. The Mayor
of Gatlinburg lost his home to the fast moving flames. One of the buildings destroyed
was a 16 story hotel.
This area is known as the gateway to the Smokey Mountains. Mutual aid has been
summoned from the entire state and as of Tuesday Nov. 29th over 400 firefighters are
involved in the fight. The City of Nashville has sent five pieces of apparatus and 14
firefighters.
Wildfires are raging across the southeastern United States as drought conditions
worsen.

Photo of Sherry Reaves-Foshie

Here is some information on the Sevier County FD, Sevier County Rescue, Pigeon
Forge and Gatlinburg Fire Depts.
Sevier Cty. Fire: 3 stations, 3 pumps, 1 tanker, 2 light duty rescue/support units.
Sevier Cty. Rescue Squad: 2 stations, 1 heavy rescue, 3 light duty rescues, 3 brush
units.
Gatlinburg Fire: 3 stations, 3 pumps, 2 ladders, 2 brush, 4 ambulances, 1 support unit.
Pigeon Forge Fire: 2 stations, 3 pumps, 1 tanker, 1 brush units.

A Box 52 Story of Trains and Fire Engines!
Fourteen years ago a group of Box 52 members made our way out to the IFBA 2002
Convention in the Quad Cities of Illinois, all five of them! Among the crowd that traveled
from Chicago to Moline was Rick Cutts, Dan Paglia, Bob Fitz Senior and Junior and a
few others I can’t remember.
Anyway, I arrived and hooked up with this gang and we headed for the City of Dolton to
do some railfanning. Now Dolton is a true hotspot with hundreds of trains a day and a
diamond crossing. And all of this is right behind the DFD Headquarters. Well Fitz Jr. got
bored watching the parade of trains and wandered off. Next thing we hear is the roar of a
Mack Diesel pulling into the parking lot and posing for us. We stop photographing trains
and grab photos of a C-95 Mack/Pirsch mid-mount aerial. This followed by a stream of
other Mack rigs! Trains and Mack’s, all that was missing were Dolton’s famed B-Mack’s!
I thought I had died and gone to heaven!
After we are spent watching trains and rigs off we go to Elmhurst and our hotels. The
next day we head for Rochelle, IL where I had made arrangements to photograph the
rigs. Fitz Sr. is behind me at the Chiefs office as I open my mouth to introduce myself,
Bob shoves me out of the way, he has spied a German fire helmet in the Chiefs office
and they are instantly best friends. As I walk back in to thank the Chief I hear this
exchange….”Jesus Bob your killing me!” Fitz Sr. was riding with me and he comes out
with a mile wide smile and both arms carrying ‘trade’ items and oh yes it his pockets
were bulging with badges and patch’s!
Earlier that morning we stopped off at Elmhurst HQ for photos, we left some two hours
later and we were even interviewed by the local newspaper. The reporter’s dad was a
Chicago Jake.
It was a great time and everyone had a ball and took away some great memories!

Rochelle, Ill. Engine 8 1995 HME/Alexis 1250/750 in Toreador Red. Photo by Member Frank San Severino

Dolton Engine 49 1985 Mack CF with a Pirsch body. Photo by Member Bob Fitz Jr.

Dolton Squad 45 1962 B-Mack with a Gerstanslager body. Photo collection of Member Frank San Severino

This issue could not have been finished if were not for the help we received from
fellow members and other sources.
I need to thank my staff Members Mike Boynton, John Galla, Jay Pozark and
Mark Roche. They always are ready with photos, story ideas and they all love a
good research project!
For this issue thanks to:
Bill Wilderman: for digging into the files and finding reports we needed.
Dave Parr: for his willingness to come through with information no matter how
bizarre the questions are.
Bill Noonan, Jim Teed: are our go to members for BFD information.
Bob Wilker, Frank Barry, Alan MacDonald, Richard Somerville: for help with
the Everett train crash story.
NFPA Librarian Nicole Dutton: for being able to find reports in NFPA records for
us.
The staff at the City of Boston Archives: for having everything laid out and
ready when we blast in to get information.
Our many photographers who always mange to come up with just the right
photo(s) we need.
We wish to thank the Board for their continued support of our efforts.
And a very special thank you from the Line box Staff to our readers for your
very kind words and story ideas.
To all our Members and friends we offer a hearty Merry Christmas, Happy
Holidays and our sincere wishes to all for a very happy 2017!

